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concealed and that the rules should be followed simply
because they are prescribed.    At any rate, so long as he
actually has not discovered the principle, he must abide
strictly by the rules, and it would be foolish to abandon
them in order to go in search of it.    But there comes a
time when the discovery is made, a golden moment of
silent expansion and enlargement.    Then the reason of all
the discipline to which he has submitted becomes clear to
him, the principle reveals itself and makes the confused
and ill-apprehended multitude of details in a moment
harmonious and luminous.    But the principle at the same
moment that it explains the rules supersedes them.   They
may be not less true than before, they may be seen to be
true fur more clearly than before.   But they are obsolete ;
their use is gone; they can for the future tell only that
which is already well known, which can never again be
forgotten or misunderstood. If the student refers to them
at a later time it is with a feeling of wonder that they
should ever have delayed his attention for a moment, and
probably in the rude and peremptory particularity of their
form he may discover that which, though well enough
adapted for the beginner under certain circumstances, is
yet in itself not true and is calculated under other circum-
stances to mislead.
It was in this manner that Christ found the Mosaic law
at once divine and in part obsolete. But not only did he
find it in part obsolete, he found it throughout utterly
meagre and imperfect. And this was inevitable. Between
the rude clans that had listened to Moses in the Arabian
desert and the Jews who in the reign of Tiberius visited
the temple courts there was a great gulf. The c hard-
"heartedness* of the primitive nation had given way under

